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ABSTRACT

The present research deals with the implementation of stream cipher algorithm based on modified AES block cipher concept to achieve high complexity in encryption and decryption processes. Two functions have been modified in the original AES (Modified SubByte and Modified MixColumn) to increase the complexity and keeping the same executed time for both original and modified AES algorithms. The proposed algorithm implemented in stream cipher uses three functions, two of them are Modified SubByte and Modified MixColumn transformation of AES algorithm plus the Block Permutation. Tiny blocks of sizes (2*2, 4*4, 6*6 etc.) have been implemented on the proposed algorithm. The study concluded that the proposed algorithm applied on stream cipher gives successful results with a considerable time for encryption and decryption process.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Depending upon the number of keys used, cryptographic algorithms are classified as asymmetric algorithms (public key) and symmetric algorithms (secret key). Symmetric-key system uses a single key that both the sender and recipient have. Asymmetric-key system uses two keys, a public key known to everyone and a private key that only the recipient of messages uses. The symmetric key algorithms are further classified as block cipher and stream cipher. Block ciphers operate with a fixed transformation on large blocks of plain text data while stream ciphers operate with the time varying transformation on individual plain text bits. Stream ciphers do not have a standard model and varieties of structures are followed in their design [1].

The implementation of a wide, complex and varied networks, let the security development has great importance to the communication innovation. The advance encryption standard (AES) algorithm considered to be the leader of this innovation. A large variety of approaches for modifying AES have been appeared so as to satisfy the varying criteria of different applications [2].

The present article applies stream cipher algorithm based on modified AES block cipher concept with high complexity in encryption and decryption processes.

Stream and Block Cipher Concepts

Stream cipher comprises of two main components: a mixing function and a key stream. Mixing function is usually exactly an XOR function, whereas key stream generator is the main unit in stream cipher encryption [3].

Stream ciphers are typically faster than block ciphers but the latter typically require more memory. Because block ciphers encrypt a whole block at a time they are more susceptible to noise in transmission whereas with stream ciphers bytes are individuallly encrypted with no connection to other chunks of data. Also, stream ciphers do not provide integrity protection or authentication, whereas some block ciphers (depending on mode) can provide integrity protection, in addition to confidentiality. Because of all the above, stream ciphers are usually best for cases where the amount of data is either unknown, or continuous - such as network streams. On the other hand, block ciphers are more useful when the amount of data is pre-known such as a file, data fields or request/response protocols such as HTTP where the length of the total message is known already at the beginning [4].

2. THE ADVANCED ENCRYPTION STANDARD (AES) ALGORITHM

The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) was published by NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) in 2001. AES is a symmetric block cipher that is intended to replace DES as the approved standard for a wide range of applications. It has a variable key length of 128, 192 or 256 bits. It encrypts data blocks of 128 bits in 10, 12, 14 rounds depending on key size. AES encryption is fast and flexible in block ciphers. It can be implemented on various platforms. AES can be operated in different modes of operation like ECB, CBC, CFB OFB, and
CTR. In certain modes of operation they work as stream cipher [1].

The AES is a private key block cipher that processes data blocks of 128 bits with key length of 128, 192, or 256 bits. The AES algorithm’s operations are performed on a 2-D array of 4 times 4 bytes called the State. The initial State is the plaintext and the final State is the ciphertext.

Rijndael round function operates on a state Nr times, where Nr is equal to the number of rounds that can be 10, 12 or 14 rounds, depending on Nb and Nk, where Nb is equal to the block size divided by 32. Rijndael round is composed of 4 transformations [2]:

1. SubByte: S-box substitution provides nonlinearity and confusion.
2. ShiftRow: rotations, provides inter-column diffusion.
4. AddRoundKey: round key bytes XOR into each byte provide confusion.

The present work will deal with SubByte and MixColumn transformation functions only.

Substitution Byte Transformation Function

A number of known block ciphers are of substitution-permutation (SP) type. S-boxes are used in such cipher systems as the important nonlinear component. A strong block cipher should be resistant to various attacks, such as linear and differential cryptanalysis [5]. Nonlinear transformations are implemented as lookup tables (S-boxes). In the AES, the S-box generate two transformations in the Galois fields GF(2) and GF(2^8). S-box is a nonlinear transformation where each byte of the State is replaced by another byte using the substitution table [6].

The first transformation: S-box finds the multiplication inverse of the byte in the field GF (2^8). Since it is an algebraic expression, it is possible to mount algebraic attacks. Hence, it is followed by an affine transformation. The affine transformation is chosen in order to make the SubBytes a complex algebraic expression while preserving the nonlinearity property. The both S-box transformations can be expressed in a matrix form as:

\[ S^- = M \cdot S^{-1} + C, \] (1)

Where the 8 × 1 vector S^- denotes the bits of the output byte after the S-box transformations; the sign \( \cdot \) is multiplication and the sign + is addition in the field GF(2^8). The inverse S-box transformation can be obtained by multiplying both sides of equation (1) by \( M^{-1} \) and it performs the inverse affine transformation followed by the multiplicative inverse in GF(2^8) [7]:

\[ S^{-1} = M^{-1} \cdot S^- + M^{-1} \cdot C, \] (2)

MixColumn Transformation

The mix column transformation operates on the state matrix column-by-column, treating each column as a four-term polynomial. In this transformation, each column of the state matrix is multiplied by a constant fixed matrix where each member is represented in GF(2^8) [8].

The forward mix column transformation, called MixColumns, operates on each column individually. Each byte is mapped into a new value that is a function of all four bytes in the column. The transformation can be defined as the following matrix multiplication on State (Figure 1):

\[
\begin{align*}
S00' & = S00 \cdot 02 + S01 \cdot 03 + S02 \cdot 01 + S03 \cdot 00 \\
S01' & = S00 \cdot 01 + S01 \cdot 02 + S02 \cdot 03 + S03 \cdot 00 \\
S02' & = S00 \cdot 00 + S01 \cdot 01 + S02 \cdot 02 + S03 \cdot 03 \\
S03' & = S00 \cdot 03 + S01 \cdot 00 + S02 \cdot 01 + S03 \cdot 02
\end{align*}
\]

Figure (1) Multiplication process in MixColumn Transformation

Each element in the product matrix is the sum of products of elements of one row and one column. In this case, multiplications and additions are performed in GF(2^8). The inverse mix column transformation, called InvMixColumns, is defined by the following matrix multiplication:

\[
\begin{align*}
S00' & = S00 \cdot 01 + S01 \cdot 00 + S02 \cdot 03 + S03 \cdot 02 \\
S01' & = S00 \cdot 02 + S01 \cdot 01 + S02 \cdot 00 + S03 \cdot 03 \\
S02' & = S00 \cdot 03 + S01 \cdot 02 + S02 \cdot 01 + S03 \cdot 00 \\
S03' & = S00 \cdot 00 + S01 \cdot 02 + S02 \cdot 03 + S03 \cdot 01
\end{align*}
\]

Figure (2) Multiplication process in InvMixColumn Transformation

To show that matrix of Figure 2 is inverse to the of matrix of Figure 1, one may check that their product in GF(2^8) is a unity matrix [9].
Modified Substitution Byte transformation in AES

In general, S-Box is nonlinear substitution table that gets number and returns another number. The first step is to generate multi random S-boxes depending on using multi keys that lead to generate S-boxes provided that each one has its inverse associated with it and that represents the first key. The second step is to create a random index distribution of the S-boxes that created in the first step to get more complexity and the same delay time and this represents the second key as shown in Algorithm 1. The second key, if eight different S-Boxes are used then the key space available is 16! different keys. Algorithms 1 and 2 demonstrate this process.

Modified MixColumn four keys transformation in AES

The proposed algorithm to improve mix column transformation uses four keys with dimension 2*2 for each, split the state matrix into four parts each of them is 2*2 dimension as shown in Algorithm 3. The multiplication process is demonstrated in figure (4).
Figure (4) Multiplication process in Modified MixColumn Transformation

Where:
\[ C_0 = (K_{00}S_{00} + K_{01}S_{10}) \mod \text{irreducible polynomial} \]
\[ C_1 = (K_{00}S_{01} + K_{01}S_{11}) \mod \text{irreducible polynomial} \]
\[ C_3 = (K_{10}S_{00} + K_{11}S_{10}) \mod \text{irreducible polynomial} \]
\[ C_4 = (K_{10}S_{01} + K_{11}S_{11}) \mod \text{irreducible polynomial} \]

In AES, Mix Column Transformation is the most expensive operation where input matrix is multiplied (Over GF(n)) with MDS Matrix (An MDS “matrix Maximum Distance Separable” is a matrix representing a function with certain diffusion properties that have useful applications in cryptography). This transformation plays an important role with respect to the wide trail strategy of the cipher. It is a vital component of diffuser part of the cipher. It also guarantees a high number of active S-boxes over a round. The quantitative measure of this transformation is the branch number of the MDS Matrix used. The branch number of 4 by 4 MDS Matrix is 5 (optimal), so as the branch number of AES MDS Matrix. This property ensures that a linear approximation or a differential of one round always involves at least five active S-boxes using any 4x4 MDS matrix in Mix Column transformation. To achieve unchanged throughput with used purposes modification, we get a high complexity with less CPU time consuming.

Random Key Permutation Encrypt and Decrypt Process in Stream Cipher

Stream ciphers have several advantages which make them suitable for some applications. Most notably, they are usually faster and have a lower hardware complexity than block ciphers. They are also appropriate when buffering is limited, since the digits are individually encrypted and decrypted. Moreover, synchronous stream ciphers are not affected by error-propagation [10].

Both modified SubByte, InvSubByte transformation functions and modified MixColumn, InvMixColumn transformation functions that use in AES algorithm could be used to implement encryption and decryption process in stream cipher in the proposed algorithm.

Three Functions is used for encryption process in proposed algorithm as follows:

1- Modified SubByte Transformation Function.
2- Block permutation function
3- Modified MixColumn Transformation Function.

The decryption process is in reverse order as follows:

1- Modified InvMixColumn Transformation Function.
2- Block InvPermutation Function
3- Modified InvSubByte Transformation Function
4- The propose algorithm is applied on stream cipher with tiny block (N*N) e.g. (4*4). Another key of size (N*N) is used in Block permutation function. The random key is used to re permuted between pair of tiny blocks.
Figure (5) demonstrate the re permutated function while Algorithm 4 demonstrates the encryption process in Block Permutation function.

### Algorithm 4: Block Permutation

**Input**: Two plaintext tiny blocks of size \( N \times N \), Block1\([r][c]\), Block2\([r][c]\), \( r,c=1,2,\ldots,N \).

**Output**: New Block1\([r][c]\), New Block2\([r][c]\), \( r,c=1,2,\ldots,N \).

**Step1**: For Per Key\([r][c]\), generate a unique index in each item in Per Key, where the index range is 1,2,\ldots,N\( \times N \).

**Step2**: Create Perm Matrix\([r][c]\), \( r,c=1,2,\ldots,N \), where

- First half of Perm Matrix = first half of Block2
- Second half Perm Matrix = Second half of block1

**Step3**: The New Per Matrix\([r][c]\), \( r,c=1,2,\ldots,N \), is constructed from Per Matrix depending on the Per Key\([r][c]\).

**Step4**: The New Block1\([r][c]\), New Block2\([r][c]\) is reconstructed again as follow:

- First half of New Block = First half of New Per Matrix

---

**Figure (5) Permutation function details**
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The present work is aimed to achieve higher complexity compared to original AES keeping the required time for encryption and decryption processes the same. Such complexity was justified by applying the Modified SubByte and MixColumn functions in AES algorithm. The obtained results will be discussed in two steps.

Step1: The results presented in figure (5) have been obtained after apply modified SubByte and MixColumn transformation in AES algorithm. Using the following keys (the values is written in hexadecimal):

a. Sub-byte key creation (different 8 S-boxes creation)
   Rnd_Key[16]={0xf1,0x67,0x25,0x85,0xb5,0xA4,0x19,0x4c}

b. Key distribution matrix which use for random selection of the s-boxes created in previous step.
   Key_Enc[16]={5,3,7,6,2,4,1,7,8,2,6,4,1,3,5,8};

c. Four keys of size 2*2 use in MixColumn transformation

d. Add round key (32 bytes)

![Figure (5) encryption Result in Modified AES](image)

Step 2: The results presented in Figure (6) are obtained using the proposed algorithm implemented in stream cipher which use both modified SubByte and MixColumn transformation of AES algorithm with addition to the permutation function mentioned in Algorithm 4. The permuted key = [P_Key[4][4]={[8,0,14,4,1,3,10,7,6,11,2,15,13,12,5,9]}, Rnd_Key and Key_Enc as in (a,b) in step 1

![Figure (6) Output results in Key Permutation algorithm](image)

The proposed algorithm has been applied to the variable length of tiny blocks s(2*2, 4*4, 6*6, ...), depending on user desire. The modified algorithm has been verified on text data, the results reflect a successful encryption decryption results with considerable time. Table (1) gives a summary for comparison between standard AES, the modified AES and the Random Key Permutation Stream Algorithm with respect to number of S-boxes, complexity, mapping using S-Box etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block1</th>
<th>New_Block1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 72 79 70</td>
<td>4b 72 B6 4C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74 6f 67 72</td>
<td>81 D1 A1 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61 70 68 79</td>
<td>17 E5 30 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69 73 69 6D</td>
<td>A2 14 Be A8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block2</th>
<th>New_Block2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70 6F 72 74</td>
<td>23 6c 1D 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61 6E 74 73</td>
<td>0D 16 D3 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63 69 65 6E</td>
<td>24 98 FB AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63 65 74 68</td>
<td>4B BA E5 0F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure (5) encryption Result in Modified AES](image)

Table(1): Comparison between Standard AES, modified AES and Random Key Permutation Stream Algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Standard AES</th>
<th>Modified AES</th>
<th>Random Key Permutation Stream Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1- Block length</td>
<td>16 bytes</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>(2<em>2, 4</em>4, 6*6, ...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2- Numbers of rounds</td>
<td>10/12/14</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>No round</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Key length</td>
<td>16/24/32</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Depend on block length</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4-MixColum keys | Single | Four | 1,2,4 and more depend on key length
---|---|---|---
5- S-box | Single | Multi (2-16) | Multi, depend on block length
6-Mapping using S-Box | Depend on State matrix | Depend on the index of every byte in state matrix | Depend on the index of every byte in state matrix
7-Single round details | AddRoundKey, SubByte,MixColum, ShiftRow | Same + Create the New S-Boxes + Using four keys with dimension 2*2 for each in MixColum | Modified SubByte, Block permutation, Modified MixColumn
8-Complexity | 256! | 8!*4!*256! | 8!*4!*256!* (key length)!

4. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusion remarks may be highlighted as follows:

1- Two functions have been modified in original AES (SubByte and MixColumn) to achieve higher complexity keeping the required time for encryption and decryption processes the same.
2- The proposed algorithm implemented in stream cipher use three functions, two of them are the Modified SubByte and Modified MixColumn transformation of AES algorithm with addition to the permutation function mentioned in Algorithm 4.
3- Tiny blocks of sizes (2*2, 4*4, 6*6,....) have been implemented on the proposed algorithm.
4- The proposed algorithm applied on stream cipher reflects successful results with a reasonable time for encryption and decryption process.
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